Disclosure of Conflict of Interest at a presentation of the 48th Annual
Meeting of the Japanese Society of Toxicology
<To declare common subjects and criteria>
It is subject to all relationships (financial and personal relationships for the past 3 years)
that may bias the presentations at the 48th Annual Meeting of the Japanese Society of
Toxicology on their abstract submission.
If following conditions, it must be disclosed;
1.

If researchers have the relationship with employment as a main contract (Including as a
presenter’s affiliation. However, except for medical treatment.) or are in position of
director such as an outside director or advisory role for a company or an organization.

2.

Total income from the same organization is a million JPY or more (Yearly amount. If
the financial benefits are not providing by money, it should be converted into
appropriate amount). The organization means a company or an organization which will
provide economic benefit to researchers other than their home institution. (Except for
medical treatment fees. It is subject to honoraria and salaries, royalties, manuscript
fees, lecture fees, and other gifts and contributions.)

3.

Research funds generating for industry-academia-government collaboration activities
(except for external professional activity) are two million JPY or more (Yearly amount).
In addition, a company or an organization which provides the funds to researchers are
not their home institution. In this case industry-academia-government collaboration
activities are included joint research, commissioned research, consortium, license of
rights and transfer rights, technical training, commission of board member, visiting
researcher, acceptance of post-doctoral fellow, receipt of donations and research grants,
experiments and analyses on contract, and procurement of goods.

4.

Researchers hold stocks*, funds, stock options, beneficial interest of a partner
organization as of industry-academia-government collaboration, which is a company or
an organization other than their home institution.
*No matter which are open stocks or private equities

5.

Researchers have to explain and obtain agreement from subjects.

[For corporate researchers] If there are only in-house requirements of COI, your company*
name must be stated at the first slide. In this case, it is not necessary to disclose the status
of COI. However, in case you have a COI with another company, it must be stated at the
second slide.
*It is included associate company or corporate group.

